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Abstract 

In this study paper we communicate approximately the have a glance at of Dramatic procedures in Plays of 

Asif Currimbhoy. This academic idea provides Asif Currimbhoy's writings depicting the essential and current 

lifestyles of boy and community video games in his works. Curimbhoy's birth, his schooling and his enjoy 

collectively create the sort of company wonder. Asif Currimbhoy becomes the son of a liberated liberal father 

and his mom becomes a veteran caseworker. Their first rate mental issues and outstanding commercial 

enterprise mission had a profound impact at the minds of younger Asif Currimbhoy. He grew up during a 

kingdom of latest beliefs and thoughts of freedom, which in his later lifestyles became the epitome of his 

meekness. From his childhood, he grew up with very mentally traumatic nuances, which later became a main 

and galvanizing spirit within the back of his remarkable copy. However, Currimbhoy did now not permit his 

research on the Christian missionary faculty to erode his roots. He studied the Bhagavad-Gita and therefore 

the refore the Upanishads additionally to Hindu songs consisting of the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, and 

made variety of these classics his finest concern. Currimbhoy's college lifestyles have additionally had a huge 

effect on his remarkable profession. He studied at Wisconsin University before graduating from the University 

of California at Economics in 1950. His university days in America had a profound mental effect on him. As a 

university student, he cherished and cherished Shakespeare, he noticed many superb things, and he lived very 

an honest deal in diverse sorts of drama in America. This could have led him to a protracted and outstanding 

profession as a "theater man". Asif Currimbhoy's performs mirror the perspectives and traits of colonialism. 

He highlights the degrading elements of colonialism via way of means of focusing at the affect of capitalism 

on all elements of the Indian manner of lifestyles after different video games. Her performs she did as a have a 
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glance at and studies material or maybe translated right into an area language. His performs cowl an extensive 

sort of topics from History and Politics. The issues of race, magnificence and gender which may be 

outstanding in many Currimbhoy's video games have now not been completely explored. Currimbhoy's 

normal involvement in essential subjects becomes informative and influential in his view of lifestyles. He 

combines public and private activities to make a interesting drama that increases moral questions withinside 

the time of the colonial liberation crisis. he's a playwright who's precise in his paintings one could discover the 

fashionable social and political problems of nowadays and therefore the troubles of the Post-Independence 

period 
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Introduction 

Asif Currimbhoy believes the books are designed to symbolize the community. As a social critic, he suggests 

his excellence in exposing the social scenario that existed within side the present era. Martin C. Caroll 

additionally mentioned that the first characteristic of the literature is to “mirror the entire importance of the 

human circumstance nowadays.” We see that the artist provides social realities which literature may be a 

trademark of human process . Named "India's very first voice at the court" via way of means of Fabian 

Bowers. he's a creator for social media and has written substantially for theatrical performs. Known for the 

variability and sort of his performs, Currimbhoy discusses such topics and problems consisting of race, 

magnificence, gender, politics, capitalism, poverty, colonialism and human relations. Asif Currimbhoy may be 

a famous call in current English English drama. He commenced his appearing profession in 1959 and has 

written greater than 30 performs. He has used range and flexibility in his video games. Texts motivated via 

way of means of its nature accordingly mirror the present social order. Asif Currimbhoy may be a near 

follower of the above-stated vision. Each sport features a actual contact thanks to its connection to a specific 

essential occasion or occasion of the beyond or present. Identifies the effect of social troubles on people's 

lives. Walter Meserve notes: Currimbhoy's video games are involved human troubles everywhere. He brings a 

breath to his mind… despite the very fact that he offers with India, he turns into the voice of insurrection 

withinside the international and therefore the grief that cries bent the apparently immovable groups across the 

international. 

Currimbhoy Games is based totally on social, political, religious, social and social issues. He starts an 

event that has taken area withinside the international and provides it during a tremendous manner. As 

Inquilab, The Refugee, The Hungry Ones are based totally on any specific countrywide trouble and its 

effect on society. Asif Currimbhoy's Bengal Trilogy consists of Inquilab (1970), The Refugee (1971), 

Sonar Bangla (1972). It’s been referred to as the Bengal Trilogy thanks to the very fact the video games in 

it deal with Bengal and its troubles at exceptional times. Due to his hobby in literature and fitness, 

Currimbhoy owes cash to his spouse, Suraiya. During a letter to Mr. Saha, as soon as admitted, "I doubt I’d 
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were a writer, if it had now not been for my spouse who gave me balance and intelligence at domestic and 

in love". Currimbhoy as a drama actor is certainly a made up of the time he grew up. The department of 

India caused a vicious circle of animosity among Hindus and Muslims that caused the autumn apart of the 

spirit of brotherhood and therefore the values of the citizenry, violence and seismic shaking the us of 

america, especially within side the Punjab and Bengal, wherein many thousands of citizenry suffered 

terribly. These social and political upheavals have given Currimbhoy the good things he can use during a 

lot of his perform. The us of america has visible an epidemic of violence during the last six decades. All of 

this has come a protracted manner in making the brilliant oeuvre of Currimbhoy. "Modern English textual 

content written in English" isn't wealthy in quantity, neither is it incomplete. Active Indians have used 

drama for nearly 100 years in English however rarely produce the degree itself. Asif Currimbhoy, however, 

is outstanding . He’s a cutting-edge Indian playwright who has had a eager hobby in drama manufacturing 

and tons of his performs specific exquisite situation for the brilliant performance. His extremely good 

performs are brilliant, showcasing his talent in growing unique scenarios, growing an environment , 

depicting real-existence and funky animated film characters, writing natural communicate that flows 

obviously and profitably, helping a coherent method and action, and efficaciously experimenting with 

diverse theater techniques. Although Currimbhoy participates in India’s philosophical wondering and 

philosophy, for instance , in performs which incorporates Om Mane Padme Hum (1961) and therefore the 

Hungry Ones (1965) his performs aren't simply vehicles to specific his thoughts. There’s a primary and 

most vital goal on degree and Currimbhoy excels at growing “usable” performs. The standards and 

thoughts are included and intertwined with the interdependence among exploring particular human 

conditions and particular contexts. The characters are positioned in cautiously selected conditions and 

made to hold sure thoughts, and within the sport of Currimbhoy diverse and regularly conflicting factors 

come collectively to provide an entire view. In Currimbhoy's very own words, “what theater says for my 

part is struggle. Having a struggle you've got exceptional thoughts that come straight. This struggle creates 

the utmost general theater phenomenon itself, the way I view it altogether my performs is that there is an 

important struggle of attitudes. 

A man, whilst in battle, makes use of violence as a weapon to combat troubles. Goa may be a love tale 

among Kishore and Rita, Al-phonso and Rose. This easy tale grows into a totally unique sport of deep 

feelings and uncontrollable energy. The love plot appears to run sort of a political structure. the game 

shows that something a ways and absurd is brilliant. a personality best has intercourse whilst she or he's 

weak. Love once in a while features a withdrawal effect. it's like waves that crash as rapid as they will . It’s 

going to be negative to its effects. Because the writer summarizes the painful degree of affection generally , 

"Love flourishes in intimacy however dies in communication." Thus, every Sri Aurobindo drama, whilst 

expressing the person’s view of human evolution, emphasizes the synergistic electricity of affection. They 

mirror now not best the whole character however additionally the whole community. While they're 

commencing up new vistas to the Indian sport in English with the help of using displaying the muse of a 
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sturdy desire for the destiny of humanity, in fact, closet dramas are missing as they create that effective 

momentum that creates the game rather well worth planning. They’re the utmost first rate model of Sri 

Aurobindo's "Laws and Facts of Evolution" as against theaters. Still, they spotlight his masterpieces in 

wealthy poetry and his extremely good cappotential to painting characters. As Kulkarni factors out, Sri 

Aurobindo has created "women and men who're extraordinarily interested in growing a mental trait that 

gives his video games an everlasting human hobby and value." T.P. Kailasam differs from Sri Aurobindo 

therein he has made a honest plan to combine the Indian and Western sport culture. Although nearly all of 

his Kannada video games are public humor, his English performs are legendary and tragic. As Malagi 

places it, "Kailasam's not unusualplace humorousness affords a neighborhood for unmixed confusion 

approximately the painful importance of among the exquisite Mahabharata and, to a lesser extent, those of 

Ramayana." His tale The Burden is that the tale of Baratha who whilst he again from his grandfather's area 

to Ayodhya, heard that his father had died. he's so irritated that he does now not got to surrender even the 

royal priest Vasis. Fulfillment tells the story of Ekalavya who's approximately to enroll within the 

Kauravas in battle. Krishna is making an effort to forestall Ekalavya from doing so. But Ekalavya stays 

sturdy. Finally, whilst Ekalavya went on to tell the story of the chook tree, Krishna killed her and her 

mother. While the aim describes Ekalavya's manner of wondering, Curse of Kama describes Kama's 

destiny and therefore the tragedy due to Bargava. Keechaka, the other drama with the help of using 

Kailasam, performs the person of Keechaka. 

Kailasam’s plays are different from other games within the Indian game genre in English due to their rich 

poetry, good genius, subtle humor and appropriate characters. This poetic tradition of Indian drama in 

English by Harindranath Chattopadhyaya, a "poet of infinite possibilities" who wrote a couple of worship 

games like Raid like, Chokha Mela, Eknath, Pundalik, Saku Bai, Jayadeva, Raidas gives a history of a saint 

of that name that shocks even the Brahmins. The play may be a poem and therefore the actor is at his best 

to elucidate Cobbler's faith. Chokha Mela introduces a confrontation between the Brahmins and a saint of 

inferior descent. 

 the sport is perhaps utilized in how of misery and failure. Materialism is usually at odds with human 

behavior. One has been given drawings on non-state development in the other case in textile 

manufacturing. Dumb Dancer also is sensible of the content. The highlight of the sport is that the use of the 

KathaKali dance genre. Bhima is that the protagonist who identifies himself completely with the characters 

of Bhima who are on the thanks to us 

Bengal Triology 

Inquilab (1970) 

In the play Inquilab, Asif followed Aristotelian's view that disaster may be a mimic. The play reflects the 

views of a brutal Naxalite organization that surpassed Calcutta in 1970. At the time, Calcutta was ablaze 
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with its attack on Naxalite, as is clear from Asif Currimbhoy's words: “The city was under an excellent 

deal of fear. there have been bombs, arson, police killings, punishments, beheadings, executions of experts 

and vice-chancellors or simply innocent people involved. ”3 He protected the dreaded picture of the town 

of Calcutta at the time, under duress. During a scholarship with students at the grad school of Drama and 

University in ny City on November 4, 1992. Currimbhoy comments: 

The bloody thirst for bloodshed broke the air, and before you knew it, it had been filled with rural areas, 

class, rebellion, intellectuals, the poor… and fear flowed throughout the city… darkness, famine and 

injustice. 

Another drama within the series is that the Regegee which deals with another major incident that happened 

in Bengal namely the arrival of Bangladesh refugees in India in 1971. 

Refugees (1971) 

The play The Refugee, a 1 act play, depicts the sad situation of refugees from East Bengal on the one hand, 

and on the opposite hand, the sport brings variety of sunshine to the discussion of refugee crisis in social 

life in India. In 1971, an estimated nine million refugees from Bangladesh entered India to capture refugees 

and save themselves from the brutal military violence of Western Pakistan. Additionally to imposing heavy 

pressure on the Indian economy, these refugees are producing other social and political problems. The 

sport The Refugee successfully exacerbates all such problems. The story of the match was introduced 

shortly after Annunciation, 1971 when talks between Pakistan's third president Yahya Khan and politicians 

and politicians, Sheikh Mujib, did not address the divisions of Bangladesh and therefore the influx of 

Bangladesh refugees to India. Not only did it create ties in Indo-Pak relations but it also put great strain on 

the Indian economy. On May 24, 1971, they sent the Indian parliament, Mrs. Gandhi expressed deep 

concern over the arrival of refugees in Indian settlements: 

We have all heard that our country is committed to faster economic process and a far better solution to the 

old hunger of our people. He said politely. albeit we were committed to those new jobs, we were 

employing a new big problem, not our own… so big exit in such a brief time it's never happened in history. 

Three and a half million have arrived within the last eight weeks. At the present rate the value of comfort 

for the Indian government can exceed Rs. 180 Crores for 6 months. 

Currimbhoy is concentrated on all sections of society. In his plays, he tries to supply people from rock 

bottom levels to the very best levels of society. He observes that every political scene features a profound 

effect on society. The play highlights the refugee problem as a results of political scandals in 1971. 

Sonar Bangla (1972) 
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Sonar Bangla (1972) Faces the Indo-Pak War and therefore the emergence of the Bangladeshi nation. 

Sonar Bangla has been described as being “likely to be a part of "> a part of an audience that's part of a 

theater through the sacrifices of certain characters. The movement of the sport is fast but sharp and precise 

and is in a position to spread widely in action and space without being surprisingly relaxed. during this 

play the playwright gives an image of the commitment to his character, and to their ideas but never to be 

disabled due to prejudice and their interests. Making the games out of the chaos of recent times out there: a 

particular level of submission is difficult but Asif Currimbhoy together with his involvement and natural 

judgment overcomes these temptations with the power to watch and monitor. The result's that these plays 

additionally to being pieces of theater art and supply the foremost insightful commentary on the event and 

therefore the personality on which they're based. 

Total Social and Economic Problems 

Asif Currimbhoy's curious eyes check out all sectors of society. In his plays he has tried to portray people 

from rock bottom to the very best. Asif Currimbhoy believes and affirms that each political event features 

a profound impact on society. So he doesn’t forget to the touch on the social aspect of the matter albeit he 

has done any political event because the theme of his games. His heart is filled with love for suffering 

mankind. 

Asif Currimbhoy as a Dramatist of Public Events 

The emergence of the concept of Indian playwrights indicates that India has an extended and wonderful 

way of lifetime of its Indian drama could also be traced lower back to the historical Sanskrit Drama, which 

could also additionally have regarded withinside the worldwide theater, as a sophisticated device to unfold 

faith and culture. After Kalidasa, India's excellent ideology become overshadowed via way of means of a 

extensive sort of sectors and laws. Music, dance and theater survived in quite few methods and 

infrequently those neighborhood discourses won momentum and prominence including Kirtaniya of 

Mithila, Kathakali in Kerala, Kuravanji in Tamil Nadu , Yakshagamas in Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka 

and Ramalila in North India. With the effect of Western culture on our lives from the 19th century 

onwards, our artwork nourished the Renaissance and therefore the appearing arts additionally performed an 

edge withinside the radio of a fresh existence within side the state. "Russian tune director Labe doffs is 

stated to possess produced the first current drama in Calcutta within side the overdue 18th century" 

(Iyengar 4). English and Italian drama corporations visited Bombay Presidency and administered many 

English dramas, particularly Shakespeare's plays, variety of which are regularly translated or adapted, are 

Othello, The Comedy of Errors, The Merchant of Venice and Hamlet. Toward the cease of the 19th 

century, sure pioneer spirits are witnessed the usage of boldness of their local tongue as an outstanding 

invention. While T. Kailasam's Tollu-Gatti stunned the Kannada phase right into a effective and fruitful 

operation, P.Pambamb Mudaliar made a extrade withinside the Tamil magnificence from the center Ages 
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to this. UPV Rajamannar in Telugu, N. Krishnapillai in Malayalam and CN Annadurai in Tamil are the 

varied maximum lively withinside the game . While the grandeur of Indian writing in English become now 

not so rich, the Indians taken into consideration dramas in English for level production. RK.Singh aptly 

observes: “Although Indian Indian English peoples testimonies and poems have attracted global attention, 

English-Indian dramas have now not been so fortunate” 
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